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Abstract
This report presents several parameterized algorithms and systems.
They are intended as representative samples, first to determine parameters, and secondly to identify limitations of current tools. A short
analysis of these case studies is also provided.
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1

Introduction

This document is a companion to the case studies available in PARDI’s
repository. Section 2 describe these case studies. Sections 3 and 4 identify the
numerical and functional parameters that the case studies exhibit. Section 5
presents the limitations of the current tools that we have encountered while
building the case studies.

2

Case Studies

All case studies are available in PARDI’s repository (https://gforge.inria.
fr/projects/anr-pardi/)

2.1
2.1.1

Distributed Algorithms
Two Phase Commit

This holds two models of the two-phase commit protocol. Every agent decides individually whether they want to commit or abort. The coordinator
then decides on commit or abort, where commit is possible only if all agents
are ready to commit. In the abstract specification, the nodes access directly
the memory of other nodes, avoiding explicit communication. In the lowerlevel specification, nodes communicate by message passing. Models are given
in PlusCal and Cubicle.
2.1.2

Consensus

Consensus is one of the fundamental algorithms in the theory of distributed
algorithms. It is a generic tool for fault tolerance, as it allows to build
replicated state machine [Lam84, Sch90]. From a theoretical point of view,
consensus (together with registers) is sufficient to implement any object with
a sequential specification [Her91].
The consensus problem requires that N processes (or sites) agree on k
common values (in the basic case, k = 1). Each process proposes one value,
and the agreed value must be one of them. When dealing with faults, only
correct processes are expected to decide. More precisely, consensus is defined
by the four properties:
Agreement At most k distinct values are decided for the correct processes.
Integrity A process decides at most once (it doesn’t change its decision
value).
3

Validity The decision value is one of the proposed values.
Termination A correct process eventually decides.
Formally, consensus can be specified as follows in TLA+ :
module Consensus
*
*
*
*

The definition of what is consensus.
Sites, proposed and decided values, and failures are explicit.
This allows to precisely specify consensus with the usual four properties:
Agreement, Integrity, Validity, Termination.

extends Naturals, FiniteSets
constant N ,
VALUE

number of sites
the set of possible proposed values
∆

assume N IN NAT = N ∈ Nat ∧ N ≥ 1
∆
assume VALUE NOT EMPTY = VALUE 6= {}
∆

SITE = 1 . . N
variables
proposed ,
hasdecided ,
decision,
hasfailed

for each site, its proposed value
the set of sites that have decided on a value
for each site, the decided value
the set of sites that have failed
∆

TypeInvariant = ∧ proposed ∈ [SITE → VALUE ]
∧ hasdecided ∈ subset SITE
∧ hasfailed ∈ subset SITE
∧ decision ∈ [SITE → VALUE ]
Consensus properties
Agreement: At most k distinct values are decided for the correct processes.

Agreement(k ) = 2(Cardinality({decision[i] : i ∈ hasdecided \ hasfailed }) ≤ k )
∆
Agreement1 = Agreement(1)
∆
Agreement1b = 2(∀ i, j ∈ hasdecided \ hasfailed : decision[i] = decision[j ])
∆

Uniform agreement: At most k distinct values are decided for the processes which have
decided, be they failed or not.

UniformAgreement(k ) = 2(Cardinality({decision[i] : i ∈ hasdecided }) ≤ k )
∆
UniformAgreement1 = UniformAgreement(1)
∆

Integrity: a process decides at most once (it doesn’t change its decision value)

Integrity1 = 2[∀ i ∈ SITE : i ∈ hasdecided
∆
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⇒ decision[i]0 = decision[i]]hproposed, hasdecided, decision, hasfailedi
Integrity2 = ∀ i ∈ SITE , k ∈ VALUE :
2(i ∈ hasdecided ∧ (decision[i] = k ) ⇒ 2(decision[i] = k ))
∆

Validity: the decision value is one of the proposed values.

Validity1 = 2({decision[i] : i ∈ hasdecided } ⊆ {proposed [i] : i ∈ SITE })
∆
Validity2 = 2(∀ i ∈ hasdecided : ∃ j ∈ SITE : decision[i] = proposed [j ])
∆

Termination: A correct process eventually decides.
∆

Termination1 = ∀ i ∈ SITE : (2(i ∈
/ hasfailed )) ⇒ (3(i ∈ hasdecided ))
∆
Termination2 = ∀ i ∈ SITE : (3(i ∈ hasfailed )) ∨ (3(i ∈ hasdecided ))
Failure is stable. Not mandatory.

StableFailure = ∀ i ∈ SITE : 2(i ∈ hasfailed ⇒ 2(i ∈ hasfailed ))
∆

The following implementations of consensus are available in the repository.
abstract async.tla and abstract k async.tla: An abstract specification
of consensus. Processes decide individually (asynchronously).
abstract sync.tla: An abstract specification of consensus. Processes decide simultaneously (synchronously).
async broadcast.tla: A simple algorithm for consensus in an asynchronous
world: Each process non-atomically broadcasts its value, waits for all
the values of the processes and chooses the min. It tolerates no process
failure, and has an explicit dependency on the number of processes.
async broadcast crash.tla: A simple algorithm for K -consensus in an
asynchronous world with crashes. Each process non-atomically broadcasts its value, waits for N − K + 1 values (where N is the number of
processes) and chooses the min. The algorithm tolerates at most K − 1
permanent process crashes.
async broadcast crash2.tla: Idem. These two specifications differ in the
way faults are modeled. In the first version, a broadcast action sends
a message to all the processes; when a process crashes, the messages it
has sent are removed from net. In this other version, when a process
crashes during broadcast, a subset of the processes gets the message.
sync crash1.tla: An algorithm for consensus in a synchronous world with
permanent crash failure [Ray10, pp 16]. At each round, each process
5

waits for broadcasted values, computes min and broadcasts its value if
it has changed. F + 1 rounds tolerates F crashes. This specification
is more synchronous than sync crash2: all processes make their step
simultaneously.
sync crash2.tla: In this specification, processes independently progress in
the same round. When all the processes have done their step, a new
round is initiated.
sync omission2.tla: An algorithm for consensus in a synchronous world
with crash failure and omission failure [Ray10, pp 103]. At each round,
each process waits for broadcasted values, computes min and broadcasts its value if it has changed. One last round exists to decide on the
value with a majority of votes. F + 2 rounds tolerates F faults, where
F < N (the lowest bound is F + 1 rounds, but that algorithm is significantly more complex). In this specification, processes independently
progress.
Additionally, the following refinements are defined :
refinement async broadcast.tla: async broadcast is a refinement of abstract
async.
refinement async broadcast crash.tla: async broadcast crash is a refinement of abstract k async.
refinement async broadcast crash2.tla: async broadcast crash2 is a refinement of abstract k async.
refinement sync crash1.tla: sync crash1 is a refinement of abstract sync.
refinement sync crash2.tla: sync crash2 is a refinement of abstract sync.
refinement sync omission2.tla: sync omission2 is a refinement of abstract
sync.
All specification have been verified by model checking for small numbers
of processes and faults (up to 4). Moreover, TLAPS was used to prove
some properties in abstract sync.tla, namely TypeInvariant, Validity1,
Validity2, Agreement1b and Integrity1.

6

2.1.3

Chandy-Misra Algorithm for Mutual Exclusion

These models describe Chandy-Misra bounded and adaptative algorithm for
mutual exclusion [CM84]. This algorithm is permission based: sites give their
permission to other nodes. It is bounded (in state space), as it uses a boolean
priority between couple of sites to avoid starvation, and no timestamps are
necessary. Lastly, it is adaptative, in the sense that if a site is not interested,
it will eventually stops receiving request messages.
The TLA+ model is a close translation of the description found in [Ray13,
pp 259]. The Cubicle model is a translation of the TLA+ model, removing
priorities. Cubicle does not check liveness properties and priorities are only
there for liveness. This is somewhat infortunate as the priority mechanism
was one of the innovations of the algorithm.
Communication is fully asynchronous and modeled with a set (as there
is no duplicated message, a bag is not required). The algorithm does not
need FIFO 1-1 communication. Especially, a request message can pass over
a previously sent permission message, without invalidating safety or liveness.
Results
• TLA+ model with N = 3 sites: 1398 distinct states, depth = 27
• TLA+ model with N = 4 sites: 542472 distinct states, depth = 50
• TLA+ model with N = 5 sites: interrupted after 259333847 distinct
states, depth = 41
• Cubicle : ok. It needs only 2 processes to conclude.
Using option -brab 2 found some interesting invariants, for instance
the unsafe state:
Request[#1, #2] = False && Request[#2, #1] = False
(in any couple of sites, at least one must request entrance from the
other before entering mutual exclusion)
2.1.4

Naimi-Tréhel Algorithm for Mutual Exclusion

Several models are given for the mutual exclusion algorithm by Naimi Tréhel [NTA96]. The models are inspired by http://www-master.ufr-info-p6.
jussieu.fr/2007/Ajouts/Master_esj20_2007_2008/IMG/pdf/Naimi-Trehel.
pdf. They mainly differ in the communication ordering. See [CHQ16] for a
description of the communication models.
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naimi trehel async.tla: A TLA+ model where communication is asynchronous and is modelled with a global set. Exclusion and WeakLiveness are verified for N = 5 sites (158020 states). As expected,
StrongLiveness is NOT verified: a counter-example exists with 3 sites.
naimi trehel fifo11.tla: A TLA+ model where communication is FIFO
1-1 and is modelled with a sequence for each couple of sites. Exclusion, WeakLiveness are verified for N = 5 sites (440120 distinct states).
StrongLiveness is not verified (a counter-example exists with 3 sites).
naimi trehel fifon1.tla: A TLA+ model where communication is FIFO
n-1 and is modelled with an array of sequences as input buffers. Exclusion, WeakLiveness and StrongLiveness are verified for N = 5 sites
(223995 distinct states).
naimi trehel fifonn.tla: A TLA+ model where communication is FIFO
n-n and is modelled with a global sequence. Exclusion, WeakLiveness
and StrongLiveness are verified for N = 5 sites (509355 distinct states).
naimitrehel2.cub: A Cubicle model, with asynchronous communication.
There can be at mosy one message in transit from x to y. A new
message replaces the previous one. This certainly invalidates liveness
(lost requests) but cannot invalidate safety. Unfortunately, Cubicle
died with out of memory after 234 min.
2.1.5

Misra’s Algorithm for Termination Detection

Variations around Misra’s algorithm to detect termination with a token on
a ring [Mis83].
misra1.tla: Communication is imperfectly modeled with an input buffer
per process, implemented with sequences. Thus, it is analogous to
FIFO n-1 communication, where as the algorithm only needs FIFO
1-1 communication.
misra3.tla: Synchronous (instantaneous) communication of messages and
token.
mirsa async.tla: Arbitrary (asynchronous) communication implemented
with a bag. As expected, the algorithm does not work: it is known
that it requires at least FIFO 1-1 communication, else the token can
pass over an applicative message.
8

2.1.6

Ricart-Agrawala Algorithm for Mutual Exclusion

An algorithm for mutual exclusion [RA81]. This algorithm is based on permission. A requesting process asks permission from all the other. To ensure
liveness, requests are ordered by date using Lamport’s clocks. A version that
only ensures safety can use static priorities. The algorithm does not tolerate
any failure (with crash failure, safety is nevertheless verified as the other processes will block waiting for an answer from the faulty site). Communication
can be fully asynchronous. As the algorithm uses Lamport’s clocks to order
the requests, its state space is infinite.
2.1.7

Token-based Algorithm for Mutual Exclusion

This presents several variations of algorithms for mutual exclusion based on
a token. Only the process that holds the token can enter mutual exclusion.
To ensure starvation freedom, a topology where the token infinitely often
visits any requesting node is required. The simplest case uses an endlessly
circulating token on a logical ring. Actual implementations of this algorithm use request messages which are propagated to the holder of the token
(e.g. [SK85] which uses broadcast to ask for the token, or [Ray89] which
uses a spanning tree). This avoids movements of the token when no node is
interested.
token1a.tla and token1b.tla: The token is modeled by a unique shared
variable holding the owner, and the transmission of the token is atomic.
Liveness is ensured with strong fairness (token1a.tla) or applicative
actions that force the token to move (token1b.tla).
token2.tla: The variable token is split in an array of boolean. The transmission of the token is atomic (synchronous communication).
token3.tla: The variable token is split in an array of boolean. The transmission of the token is asynchronous, implemented via channels. As
there can be at most one message in transit in the whole system, ordering properties have no effect.
token*.cub Five variations which differ in the token representation (one
unique shared variable or an array of boolean) and the communication
(synchronous or asynchronous).
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Supervisor
Secretary

ok

coﬀee

studentname

mark

materials
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Student
studentname

examreq

exam
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mark

Teacher
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studentname
resit

Student

cancel

studentname
Teacher

Figure 1: Examples of Expected Executions

2.2
2.2.1

Workflows
Examination Management System

This example is taken from [CHQ16]. Let us consider an examination management system composed of a student, a supervisor, a secretary, and a
teacher. When the supervisor notices that a student has failed, he/she sends
the name of the student to the teacher and the secretary, and the resit information to the student. If the student chooses to resit, he/she answers ok
and asks the teacher for the exam. The teacher sends the needed materials
and then the exam, after which the student sends back his/her answers, then
the teacher sends a mark to the secretary. If the student declines to resit,
he/she informs the supervisor who sends a cancel message to the teacher
and the former mark to the secretary. An unrelated exchange also occurs
between the secretary and the supervisor who would like to meet during the
coffee break. The secretary sends a message to inform the supervisor that
coffee is ready. The supervisor is ready to join after he/she has sent workrelated messages: just before, after, or during the time he deals with the
student’s choice. Sample executions are depicted in Figure 1 and the system
is specified in Figure 2.
This example is available in different forms:
• A TLA+ specification, parameterized with the communication
model. Causal communication is required between the channels
{studentname, resit, examreq, cancel , mark }, FIFO 1-1 is required between {materials, exam}, and no ordering constraint is necessary for
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∆

Supervisor = studentname! · studentname! · resit!
· ((ok ? · 0 + ko? · cancel ! · mark ! · 0)k(coffee? · 0))
∆

Secretary = coffee! · studentname? · mark ? · 0
∆

Student = resit? · (τ · ko! · 0 + τ · StudentOK )
∆
StudentOK = ok ! · examreq! · materials? · exam? · answers! · 0
∆

Teacher = studentname? · (cancel ? · 0 + examreq? · TeacherExam)
∆
TeacherExam = materials! · exam! · answers? · mark ! · 0
Figure 2: Examination Management Specification. x! denotes the asynchronous sendi of a message on x, and x? denotes the blocking reception. +
is a non-deterministic choice. k denotes interleaving of the two processes.
{ok , ko, answers, coffee}.
• A cubicle model (university1.cub) that uses asynchronous communication, described with channels which count the number of messages
inside them. As expected, this model is incorrect and Cubicle finds
a counter-example where the teacher receives a cancel before it has
received the studentname.
• A Cubicle model (university2.cub) that uses RSC communication,
where at most one channel can hold a message at a given time. After
20 min, Cubicle finds an error trace with two students. The first
student receives a resit message, answers with ok and sends an examreq.
The teacher answers with the materials. The second student gets these
materials without having previously received a resit message.
• A Cubicle model (university3.cub) that uses RSC communication
and imposes only one student. Cubicle has been interrupted after 5,5
hours, without conclusion.
• A BPMN collaboration (https://github.com/pascalpoizat/
bpmn-models/blob/master/pictures/e0001v0001.png)
• A BPMN choreography (https://github.com/pascalpoizat/
bpmn-models/blob/master/pictures/e0001v0002.png).
2.2.2

Shift Worker Scheduling

This example has been taken and slightly modified from [BW10].
A BPMN collaboration is available (https://github.com/pascalpoizat/
bpmn-models/blob/master/pictures/e0002v0001.png).
11

x processus

stop

right
<= x−1 processus

<= 1 processus

down
<= x−1 processus

Figure 3: Splitter Object

2.3

Shared Memory Algorithms

Shared memory algorithms are not the main focus of PARDI. However, they
present interesting challenges and abstract specifications of distributed algorithms and shared memory algorithms are close enough to warrant study.
2.3.1

Splitter

The splitter is an concurrent object used to distinguish callers (Figure 3).
Each process that calls the splitter gets a decision value among stop, left,
right. The decision values respect the following rules:
• x processes concurrently enter the splitter. The value x is unknown.
• At most one process ends with stop.
• if x = 1, the process necessarily ends with stop.
• At most (x − 1) processes end with right.
• At most (x − 1) processes end with down.
An algorithm for the splitter uses two shared registers: X (initially any
value) and Y (initially false). Each process has a unique identifier idi .
direction(idi )
X ← idi ;
if Y then diri ← right;
else Y ← true;
if (X = idi ) then diri ← stop;
else diri ← down; endif
endif
return diri ;
12

Figure 4: Renaming with an array of splitter
This algorithm has been translated in a PlusCal model (splitter.tla)
and has been model checked for up to 7 processes (188718572 distinct states
/ depth 50). The Cubicle descriptions are currently non-conclusive: Cubicle
runs forever (> 15 h) without conclusion.
2.3.2

Renaming

Using splitters, a problem known as renaming can be solved [MA95]. Let’s
n process with distinct identities id1 , . . . , idn ∈ [0..N ] where N  n (where
 means much greater than). The goal is to give the processes new distinct
identities in [0..M ] where M  N .
A wait-free solution uses an array of splitters and solves the renaming
problem with M = n(n+1)
(Figures 4 and 5). Verification of renaming.tla
2
with model checking has been performed up to 4 processes (6381732 distinct
states, depth = 58). No Cubicle model is available as arithmetic is not
possible on process identifiers.
2.3.3

Wait-Free Linked List

This presents a wait-free linked list, with concurrent enqueues and dequeues
and no lock [MS96]. The TLA+ model has two parameters: the number of
processes (NP) and the number of cells (NC, the maximal length of the list).
The current TLA+ model (in PlusCal) is close to the algorithmic code but is
rather naive with regard to symmetry. This leads to early state explosion.
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di ← 0; ri ← 0; termi ← false;
while (¬termi ) do
X [di , ri ] ← idi ;
if Y [di , ri ] then ri ← ri + 1; % right
else Y [di , ri ] ← true;
if (X [di , ri ] = idi ) then termi ← true; % stop
else di ← di + 1; % down
endif
endif
endwhile
return (n ∗ di + ri − (di (di − 1)/2))
% name = cell di , ri
Figure 5: Algorithm for renaming based on an array of splitter

2.4

Summary

This table summarizes the number of variants of each problem with each
specification language.
Problem
Two Phase Commit
Consensus
Chandy-Misra Mutual Exclusion
Naimi-Tréhel Mutual Exclusion
Misra Termination
Token-based Mutual Exclusion
Examination Management Sys.
Shift Worker Scheduling
Splitter
Renaming
Linked List
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TLA+
2
10
1
4
3
5
1
–
1
1
1

Cubicle
3
–
1
1
–
5
3
–
3
–
–

Workflow

2
1

3

Numerical Parameters

These parameters are often represented as naturals. We will see that numerical operations are sometimes unnecessary, and a simple set of distinct
values is often enough.

3.1

Processes

The most usual parameter of a distributed algorithm is the number of processes / sites. For instance, this is apparent in the specification of Naimi
Tréhel exclusion algorithm, of Misra termination algorithm, of the consensus problem. Actually, some algorithms do not need to count the processes,
just to know the set of processes, or even just to distinguish between two
processes.
Unused value Several algorithms do not need to know the value of this
parameter. For instance, Naimi-Tréhel algorithm for mutual exclusion and
Chandy-Misra algorithm for mutual exclusion don’t need to know neither
the number of processes, nor the identity of all the process (as long as they
have distinct identities). The splitter also do not use the number of processes
in its implementation, but it is used in its specification to express “at least
one” and “not all”.
Explicit usage Other algorithms need to know the set of processes. The
number of processes is used in Misra’s termination detection algorithm to
build a ring. This algorithm needs the number of processes for two different
roles: first to compute the next neighbor in the ring (next(self ) = (self +
1) mod N ); secondly, to count the number of passive nodes and concludes if
all sites are passive when N consecutive passive (and white) nodes are found.
In the asynchronous implementation of consensus based on broadcast,
the set of all processes is needed so that a process knows it has received a
message from all the processes.
In Ricart-Agrawala mutual exclusion algorithm, a process request permission from all the other, and waits for an answer from each of them. A
set of pending request is needed in the algorithm.
Common operations on processes
• No numeric operations. Specification properties may use ∀site and
∃site, and the algorithm may need ∃j 6= self .
15

Examples: splitter (2.3.1), Naimi-Tréhel (2.1.4).
• Set operations. For instance the set of all the processes, subset of
processes (subset Sites), membership and inclusion tests ( ∈ , ⊆).
Cardinality is rarely used or can often be replaced by set comparison.
Examples: Two Phase Commit (??), Ricart-Agrawala (2.1.6), ChandyMisra (2.1.3), Naimi-Tréhel (2.1.4), specification of the consensus problem (2.1.2), asynchronous consensus.
• Structural properties. For instance, processes are organized on a ring,
and the algorithm uses next(self ) and previous(self ).
Examples: Misra’s termination algorithm (2.1.5), token-based mutual
exclusion (2.1.7).
• Explicit numerical count. +1 or −1, and test = N or < N .
Examples: Misra’s termination algorithm (2.1.5) to detect a complete
cycle, synchronous consensus with crash or omission failure to count
the number of rounds (2.1.2), renaming using splitters (2.3.2).

3.2

Number of Failures

In the consensus problem, the number of site failures is a second parameter.
This parameter is linked to the number of processes. With synchronous
communication, the consensus is solvable with the following constraints:
site failure constraint
none
ok
crash
f failures < n processes
omission
f < n/2
byzantine f ≤ b(n − 1)/3c

3.3

Exchanged Values

Some algorithms use a set of exchanged values between the sites. For instance, the description of the consensus problem states that each process
proposes a value among a set of possible values. In the consensus problem,
it is known that two distinct values are enough to reason. This parameter is
simple as it is generally sufficient to know that at least 1 (or 2 or. . . ) distinct
values exist. It is often explicitly instanciated to prove an algorithm.
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3.4

Additional Parameters

The k -consensus problem introduces a third parameter: the maximal number
of decided values (k = 1 is the standard consensus). There exist algorithms
to solve the k -consensus problem with asynchronous communication and
crash failure, as long as f < k < n, where f is the number of failures, k the
maximal number of decided values, n the number of sites.

4
4.1

Functional Parameters
Network Topology

The network topology is a parameter which can influence the correctness of
an algorithm. For instance, in the token-based algorithm for mutual exclusion 2.1.7, the token must visit infinitely often all the nodes to ensure freedom
of starvation. The simplest solution is to define a static logical ring with all
the nodes. However, the algorithm does not depend on this ring structure,
only that the token visits all nodes. Other structures are allowed, static as
well as dynamic. Note that this structure only influences starvation, and the
safety (the mutual exclusion property) does not depend on the topology.

4.2

Process Failures

Obviously, the kind of failure which can occur is an important parameter.
The vast majority of fault-tolerant algorithms consider one of the four classes
of process failure: no failure, crash failure (permanent halt of a process),
omission failure (missing reception or send of a message), byzantine failure
(arbitrary failure). An algorithm is generally dedicated to one class of failure
and this parameter is thus instanciated.
Additional work in PARDI is expected, especially with regard to failure
detectors [CT96].

4.3

Communication Parameters

Interaction in distributed systems is plagued with multiple properties: pointto-point versus multicast vs broadcast, synchronous vs asynchronous, failures
(loss, duplication, corruption), ordering. . . This makes it difficult to specify
and verify distributed algorithms.
Asynchronous communication is often viewed as a single entity, the counterpart of synchronous communication. Although the basic concept of asynchronous communication is the decoupling of send and receive events, there
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is actually room for a variety of additional specification of the communication, for instance in terms of ordering. Yet, these different asynchronous
communications are used interchangeably and seldom distinguished.
However, in distributed algorithms research, it has long been known that
the properties of the communication, and especially the order of message
delivery, is essential to the correctness of the system. For instance, the
Chandy-Lamport snapshot algorithm [CL85] requires that the communication between two processes is FIFO 1-1, and Misra’s algorithm for termination detection (2.1.5, [Mis83]) works with a ring containing each node if
the communication ensures causal delivery, but requires a cycle visiting all
network edges if communication is only FIFO 1-1.
The communication model is often merged in the model of the algorithm,
and one has to guess which properties it has. For instance, a set may be used,
with transitions to add and remove from this set. One guesses that asynchronous communication is used. However, messages can carry additional
information, such as a timestamp or a logical clock, which determine which
messages are available for reception. In this case, the communication may
be FIFO-ordered or causally-ordered or. . . Additionally, communication failures may also be merged, with transitions to non-deterministically remove
(or not adding) messages.
Work has been conducted to isolate the communication model from the
TLA+ models of the algorithm. We have built a framework where one can use
specific modules to build one’s communication model. Modules are available
to specify seven ordering (FIFO 1-1, causal, FIFO n-n. . . ), two modalities
(point to point, multicast), constraints (e.g. number of messages in transit).
Current work aims at specifying failures. This allows to easily check a given
algorithm with different communication models.
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5

Limitations of Current Tools

Cubicle, a model checker for array-based systems, and TLAPS, a proof assistant well-adapted to study distributed algorithms, are the basis of this
project. Here are some limitations which have prevented the verification of
some of the presented algorithms. The listed limitations are not intended
to denigrate these tools, which have already shown their power. These are
directions for improvement.

5.1

Cubicle

All comments apply to Cubicle 1.0.2. The new version of june 2017 (1.1.1)
is currently under consideration.
5.1.1

General Comments

• Cubicle checks state invariant properties only. Stability can be checked
by introducing ghost variables. Liveness properties are of course out
of scope of Cubicle. State Reachability can be checked by invalidating
an unsafe property with these states.
• Asymmetric initialisation is cumbersome. For instance, the tokenbased algorithm 2.1.7 needs to start with the token on some node.
In this case, the solution is to start without a token and to have a
transition that creates a token if none exists.
• Asymmetric behavior of processes is cumbersome to describe and leads
to models (seemingly) impossible to check. Cubicle is targeted to
systems where all processes have the same behavior. Workflows are
typically constructed of several processes with completely different behaviors (see 2.2.1 for example). This example (university1.cub and
university2.cub) uses acrobatic transitions to initialize the processes
in different states.
• In the Splitter, we were unable to express a “not all” property (not all
processes end with right, not all processes end with down) in a way
which was checkable by Cubicle. This is directly linked to the fault
model of Cubicle, where processes may stop and disappear. Unsuccessful attempts were made with additional transitions or with ghost
variables.
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• No existential quantification. However, existential quantification on
process is available in the transitions by adding a parameter to the
transitions.
• No support for high-level data structures, such as sets or lists. However,
sets of processes are available, by coding their characteristic function
as a boolean array.
• No arithmetic operations on process identifiers. Process identifiers are
opaque values which can only be compared for equality and ordering
(<).
5.1.2

Case studies

Here is the advancement of the Cubicle models of the case studies.
Two Phase Commit OK for the abstract model. The concrete model
needs a ghost variable to be verified by Cubicle.
Consensus Little success.
Difficulties regarding the expected properties:
• Agreement (an invariant with universal quantification) can be specified
as unsafe states.
• Integrity is a stable property 2(p => 2p) ou 2(p ⇒ p 0 ).
• Validity is an invariant which requires existential quantification or set
inclusion.
• Termination is a liveness property 3p.
Difficulties regarding the modeling of algorithms:
• In TLA+ , ad-hoc modeling of communication and failures, with heavy
use of sets.
• TODO
Chandy-Misra Algorithm for Mutual Exclusion Almost OK, the Cubicle model is a close translation of the TLA+ specification. The limits are
the removal of priorities (required for liveness only) and an over-strict initialisation.
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Naimi-Tréhel Algorithm for Mutual Exclusion Almost OK, the Cubicle model is a close translation of the TLA+ specification. The restriction
is that there can be at most one message in transit from x to y, whereas the
TLA+ specification allows for several messages. This can actually happen,
but only liveness is invalidated by dropping messages.
Misra’s Algorithm for Termination Detection No Cubicle model.
The interesting properties are a global safety property with all the processes
and which imposes no failure, and a liveness property. None can be checked
by Cubicle.
Token-based Algorithm for Mutual Exclusion OK, various models
close to the TLA+ specifications.
Examination Management System Semi-success. The Cubicle model
is a close translation of the TLA+ specifications (except for the communication). The invalid models (asynchronous communication, or two students
with RSC communication) are correctly detected by Cubicle. The (expected)
correct model runs infinitely.
Shift Worker Scheduling No TLA+ specification, no cubicle model.
Splitter The Cubicle model, a direct translation of the TLA+ specification, exists. It has been augmented with ghost variables, but runs for hours
without conclusion.
Renaming KO. It needs basic arithmetics and arrays indexed by integer.
Linked list KO. A direct translation of the TLA+ specification requires
two independent parameters. Not much effort was given to this example.

5.2

TLC

• TLC is an enumerative model checker. It needs instantiating all the
parameters with small values.
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5.3

TLAPS

• Using TLAPS to create a proof needs great expertise, both in the
proved algorithm and in proof methods.
• There is little feedback when a step is invalid. Is it really false? Or just
unsuccessful? What is missing? Often, the verification of a step fails
because of tiny things, such as a missing type property or a forgotten
expansion of a definition.

5.4

Synthesis

TLA+
Cubicle
Workflow
(N max)
Two Phase Commit
N=7
∼OK
Consensus
N=2 to 4
no model
Chandy-Misra Mutual Exclusion
N=4
OK
Naimi-Tréhel Mutual Exclusion
N=5
∼OK
Misra Termination
N=5
no model
Token-based Mutual Exclusion
N=6
OK
Examination Management Sys.
fixed
KO
collab. & chor.
Shift Worker Scheduling
no model
no model
collab.
Splitter
N=4
KO
Renaming
N=3
no model
Linked List
NP+NC=7 no model
The N max value in the TLA+ column is the maximal number of processes for which the model was verified with TLC without much effort: no
parallelism and under 1 hour. With more effort, one can expect to gain one
or two processes.
In the Cubicle column, KO means that a model has been written but
Cubicle was unable to check it (generally, it runs for ever). “No model”
means that we do not have a Cubicle model, generally because of limited
expressiveness.
Problem
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